Granite sets the tone inside and out:
Casa Brilliant Granite
Granite is key: introducing the Casa Brilliant tubs and planters in an
exciting new colour
Is there a shade that always works – inside and out, summer and winter?
Yes, there is: granite! This colour is an absolute all-rounder in the world of
design. Whether it’s used to add a modern touch, create a simple industrial
look or provide contrast to colourful decorative elements, the modest shade
has a timeless elegance that which it the perfect complement for colours
and styles in a whole host of combinations and styles. Casa Brilliant tubs
and planters in elegant granite as well as white, black and ruby red are sure
to make a lasting impression both in the garden and inside the home. And
the plant pots not only impress with their elegant appearance, but also with
their functionality: all models are equipped with the tried and tested Aqua
Comfort watering system and water level indicator, creating the optimum
conditions to ensure the perfect environment for roots. Four sizes are
available in the round planter version of the Casa Brilliant; the tall planter is
available in two sizes.
Product characteristics:
Casa Brilliant planter
 Simple, elegant planter in timeless granite, with a contemporary high-gloss surface
 Ideal for indoor areas
 With practical Aqua Comfort watering system
 35 cm and up: easy to move thanks to the built-in swivelling wheels
 Colours: granite, ruby red, black, white
 Dimensions: 22 x 21 cm (8.66 x 8.27 in.) / 28 x 27 cm (11.02 x 10.63 in.) / 35 x 33 cm
(13.78 x 12.99 in.) / 43 x 40 cm (16.93 x 15.75 in.)
 Available now

Casa Brilliant tall planter
 Simple, elegant planter with high-gloss surface in cool granite
 With Aqua Comfort watering system and removable tray
 Re-closable screws for indoor or outdoor use
 Colours: granite, ruby red, black, white
 Dimensions: 30 x 30 x 57 cm (11.81 x 11.81 x 22.44 in.) / 36 x 36 x 66 cm (14.17 x
14.17 x 25.98 in.)
 Available now
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